
  
 
Visual Storytelling 
Los Alamos Ranch School 1917-1943 
 
Commemorative Oil Painting by J.W. Segler 
 
in 2015, I had just finished five years as Den Leader for my son's progress through Cub Scouting in Pack 
27 in Los Alamos. We transitioned to Troop 22, under the Committee leadership of the great, David Carr, 
we quickly got involved. That same year I had been chosen as the new National Artist for the Boy Scouts 
of America, a particular honor because I was only the third ever. Norman Rockwell held the position for 
the first 60 years of the BSA, Joseph Csatari for the last 40 years, now me.  
 
In 2016, David approached me about creating a painting depicting the early Scouts of Troop 22 at the Los 
Alamos Ranch School, a painting to commemorate the upcoming 100th Anniversary of Troop 22 and the 
Ranch School. David was a significant community leader in Los Alamos, known and respected by many. 
He said he would approach the County Council and maybe the Art in Public Places Board about 
supporting the project. That was the inception of this idea. Unfortunately, David Carr passed away before 
he could execute the plan.  
 
Troop 22 was the original Scout Troop of the Los Alamos Ranch School. The Boy Scouts were not even 
10 years old at the time. LARS (Los Alamos Ranch School) adopted the philosophy and uniforms of the 
fledgling BSA. Upon arrival at LARS, every new student was issued a horse for the duration of their stay. 
It was an academic and outdoor program for mostly, sons of wealthy business families from across the 
United States.  



I reached out to the Historical Society with David Carr's proposal. They responded enthusiastically. I set 
out researching the School, and all the details about the period, including activities, lifestyle, and dress.  
I began collecting authentic, historical uniforms from the period. I studied available photography of the 
boys; and had custom-made, those items that I could not find, including Stetson hats, shirts, neckerchiefs 
and shoes. I have quite a unique collection now, and have been able to outfit 3-4 Scouts as LARS Scout re-
enactors for public events in Los Alamos. In 2017, I helped launch the first Mounted Patrol for Troop 22 
in over 75 years. It is the only Mounted Patrol in the current BSA. Troop 22 was the first, and only 
Mounted Troop in BSA from 1917 to 1943. 
 
 
The Concept 
 
From my extensive research, I developed the concept for the painting, as shown above. It has been 
approved by the Los Alamos Historical Society and the Los Alamos Historical Review Board. The 
development of the idea took many months, and included research of life at LARS, collection of authentic 
uniforms, manufacture of missing uniform elements, liaison with Georgia Strickfadden and the local 
horse community to arrange for the use of horses and authentic tack, scouting out appropriate locations, 
auditions of young men for models, a complex photo shoot, and from all of that, I produced the above 
drawing, destined to be painted.  
 
 
Telling the Story of Life at the Los Alamos  
Ranch School 
 
Fuller Lodge and the associated buildings and grounds are a wonderfully preserved, historical tribute to 
the Los Alamos Ranch School. It is a significant visitor attraction for the town of Los Alamos. Stepping 
inside of Fuller Lodge is inspiring, but it does not really tell much of the story of the vibrant lifestyle and 
activities of that special period between 1917 and 1943. I propose that we use art, photography and 
sculpture to capture that time, and give the visitor a better glimpse into what it was like to be a student or 
teacher at the Los Alamos Ranch School. My painting proposal is one suggestion to begin that process. 
 
 
My Proposal 
 
• ~72" x 55" Oil Painting (vertical) commemorating the lifestyle at Los Alamos Ranch School. 
• My painting style is reminiscent of the Taos Colony of Artists style that was popular at the time of LARS. 
• Use the painting to begin the visual storytelling process for visitors, of the 26 year history of life at LARS. 
• All rights would become the property of the Los Alamos County and the Los Alamos Historical Society. 
• Develop fundraising opportunities for the Historical Society, to include poster and print signings, post cards and     
   other merchandising to support the organization. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jeff Segler 


